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The study of human mobility is both of fundamental importance and of great potential value. For example,
it can be leveraged to facilitate efficient city planning and improve prevention strategies when faced with epi-
demics. The newfound wealth of rich sources of data—including banknote flows, mobile phone records, and
transportation data—have led to an explosion of attempts to characterize modern human mobility. Unfortu-
nately, the dearth of comparable historical data makes it much more difficult to study human mobility patterns
from the past. In this paper, we present such an analysis: we demonstrate that the data record from Korean fam-
ily books (called “jokbo”) can be used to estimate migration patterns via marriages from the past 750 years. We
apply two generative models of long-term human mobility to quantify the relevance of geographical information
to human marriage records in the data, and we find that the wide variety in the geographical distributions of the
clans poses interesting challenges for the direct application of these models. Using the different geographical
distributions of clans, we quantify the “ergodicity” of clans in terms of how widely and uniformly they have
spread across Korea, and we compare these results to those obtained using surname data from the Czech Re-
public. To examine population flow in more detail, we also construct and examine a population-flow network
between regions. Based on the correlation between ergodicity and migration patterns in Korea, we identify
two different types of migration patterns: diffusive and convective. We expect the analysis of diffusive versus
convective effects in population flows to be widely applicable to the study of mobility and migration patterns
across different cultures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since Quetelet’s advocacy of “social physics” in the
1830s [1] and Ravenstein’s seminal work later in the nine-
teenth century [2], quantitative studies of human mobility
have suggested that human movements follow statistically
predictable patterns [3–10]. Such systems-level studies are
an important complement to individual-based approaches, as
they can reveal population-level phenomena that are difficult
to deduce by focusing on the characteristics of isolated mem-
bers [11].

Research that takes a physics-based approach has focused
predominantly on modern mobility—rather than historical
mobility and migration—due to the disproportionate availabil-
ity of large, rich data sets from modern life [12–16]. By con-
trast, historical data tends to be sparse, incomplete, and noisy.
These constraints limit the scope of conclusions that one can
draw about how humans mingled, mixed, and migrated over
long time scales [17, 18]. In this paper, we investigate his-
torical human mobility and associated human migration by
studying the matchmaking process for traditional marriages
in Korea combined with modern census data in South Korea.
We obtain our data from Korean “family books” called jokbo
(족보 in Korean). Such a confluence of historical and modern
data is rare, and it allows a novel test of generative models for
human mobility.

∗ These authors contributed equally to this work.

According to Korean tradition, family names are subdi-
vided into clans called bon-gwan (본관), which are identi-
fied by a unique place of origin. For example, the two Ko-
rean authors of this paper belong to the clans “Kim from
Gimhae (김해김)” and “Lee from Hakseong (학성이),” and
the clan “Lee from Hakseong” is distinct from the clan “Lee
from Jeonju (전주이)” [the royal clan of the Joseon dynasty
and the Great Korean Empire (1392–1910)]. When two Ko-
reans marry, the bride’s clan is customarily recorded in the
jokbo owned by the groom’s family. These jokbo are kept in
the groom’s family and passed down through the generations;
they serve primarily as a record of the names and birth years of
all male descendants [19, 20]. In previous work, researchers
used the marriage data contained in these books to estimate
the population sizes and distributions of clans in Korea as far
as 750 years in the past [21–23]. Such distributions are useful
for understanding quantitative aspects of human culture, and
we proceed even further by conducting a systematic investi-
gation of the geographical information embedded in jokbo.

We examine a set of ten jokbo to try to understand how ge-
ographical separation affected human interaction in the past in
Korea. Specifically, we examine how inter-clan marriage rates
can be predicted by physical distance and how clans them-
selves have spread across the country during the past several
hundred years. To do this, we apply two generative models for
describing human mobility patterns to jokbo records of past
marriages between two clans. Note that the identification of
clans with specific geographical origins is not unique to Ko-
rea: for example, the origins of British and Czech surnames
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were also the subject of recent investigations [24, 25].
Our analysis consists of two parallel approaches: we use

marriages recorded in jokbo to obtain snapshots of migrations
(mainly of individual women) for a “marriage-flux analysis.”
We apply two generative models for population flow, discuss
the results of applying these models, and explain the limi-
tations that arise from the wide variety in the geographical-
distribution patterns of the clans. To consider the geographical
spread of clans in more detail, we conduct an “ergodicity anal-
ysis.” We use the modern geographical distribution of clans
from census data to infer “ergodicity” of clans (mainly caused
by past movement of male descent lines). To provide an addi-
tional perspective, we also use this data to construct a network
model of population flows. To the best of our knowledge, the
notion of diffusive versus convective population flow is new
for data-driven studies of human mobility and migration, and
we believe that this kind of approach can provide valuable
insights for many problems in population mobility and migra-
tion. In the present paper, we focus on long-term migration,
which has significant effects on many processes over a va-
riety spatial and temporal scales. Such processes include ur-
ban population growth and the demographic structure of cities
[26]; city infrastructure and planning [27]; unemployment
[28]; and the spread of culture, religion, and other ideas [29].
Most early studies of migration emphasized so-called “inter-
nal migration” (i.e., movement within a country) [2, 3, 30, 31]
like the phenomena that we study, though international migra-
tion is also a prominent field of study [32, 33]. International
migration has been a more popular field of study than internal
migration during the past few decades, but present-day urban-
ization processes in Asia, Africa, and Latin America have led
to renewed interest in internal migration [26, 31]. We hope
that our work provides useful ideas to help solve some of the
fundamental questions in the migration literature: who mi-
grates, why people migrate, and the consequences of migra-
tion (e.g., rural depopulation).

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we introduce the jokbo and census data that we use in
our investigation. In Sec. III, we present our primary method-
ology for data analysis: the gravity and radiation models for
marriage-flux analysis, a special case of the gravity model that
we call the population-product model, and a diffusion model
for ergodicity analysis. We present our main results in Sec. IV,
and we conclude in Sec. V. We include detailed information
on the data sets, data cleaning, additional results and practical
considerations for our analysis, an investigation of a network
model for population flow, and various other results in Appen-
dices A–I.

II. DATA SETS

A. Jokbo Data Sets

For our marriage-flux analysis, we use the same ten jokbo
data sets that were employed in [21–23]. An individual book
contains between 1 873 and 104 356 marriage entries, and
there are a total of 221 598 entries across all books. (See Ta-

ble I and Figs. 8, 9 in Appendix A for details.) Each entry
contains the bride’s clan and year of birth [34]. The oldest
book has entries that date back to the 13th century.

Previous studies of this data set [21–23] did not use any of
the information that is encoded implicitly in the geographi-
cal origins of each clan. Such information, together with the
modern geographical distribution of clans, comprises a key
ingredient of our analysis. We convert location names to ge-
ographical coordinates using the Google Maps Application
Programming Interface (GMAPI) [35]. Because of the much
sparser coverage of North Korean regions by Google Maps
(see Fig. 12 in Appendix D), this geolocation data is a biased
sample of the full data. However, data for the southern half of
the Korean peninsula is rich [36], and it is sufficient to draw
interesting and robust conclusions. For example, the effect
of a change in the legality of intra-clan marriage in 1997 is
clearly observable in the data.

B. Modern Name Distributions

In addition to the jokbo data sets that we employ for
marriage-flux analysis, we also use data from two Korean
census reports (1985 and 2000) to evaluate the current spa-
tial distribution of clans in Korea [37, 38]. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, some clans have dispersed rather broadly but others re-
main localized (usually near their place of origin). Drawing
on ideas from statistical mechanics [39, 40], we use the term
“ergodic” as an analogy to describe clans that have spread
broadly throughout Korea. We suppose that such clans have
reached a dynamic equilibrium: an ergodic clan is “spread
equally” throughout Korea in the sense that one expects it to
have roughly the same geographical distribution as the pop-
ulation as a whole. Note that we do not expect an ergodic
clan to reach a spatially uniform state for the same reasons
that the full population is not spatially uniform (e.g., inhomo-
geneities in natural resources, advantages to congregating in
cities, etc.).

Non-ergodic clans should have rather different distributions
from those that we dub ergodic, because their distribution
must differ significantly from that of the full population. One
can construe the notion of ergodicity as a natural extension of
other physical analogies that were used in previous quantita-
tive studies (including the original ones) on human migration
[1–10]. As we discuss later, we can quantify the extent of clan
ergodicity.

III. METHODS

A. Generative Models for Marriage-Flux Analysis

We compute a “marriage flux”—the rate of marriage of
women from clan i into clan j—for all clan pairs (i, j) in our
data [41]. Historically, professional matchmakers were em-
ployed to travel between families to arrange marriages [42],
so we posit that physical distance plays a significant role in
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determining marriage flux. We examine this hypothesis us-
ing two generative models: a conventional gravity model with
adjustable parameters that incorporates the distance between
regions and the effects (or lack thereof) of each regions’s pop-
ulation [4, 5]; and a recently developed, parameter-free radia-
tion model [43, 44].

The gravity model has been used to explain phenomena
such as commuting patterns and disease spread [45–48]. In
this model, the flux of population Gi j from a site i to a site j is

Gi j =
mα

i mβ
j

rγi j

, (1)

where α, β, and γ are adjustable exponents. For our purposes,
Gi j is proportional to the flux of women from clan i to clan j
through marriage. The total population of clan i is given by
mi, and the variable ri j is the distance between the centroids
of clans i and j. We employ census data from 2000 to calcu-
late centroids using the spatial population distribution for each
clan [37]. Importantly, note that choosing γ = 0 in the grav-
ity model yields a special case in which flux is independent
of distance. As we will see in Sec. IV A, this situation arises
when large uncertainties in geographical locations (due to clan
ergodicity) hinder the accuracy of estimations of distances.

Determining the centroid locations of clans from modern
census data is more accurate than attempting to locate the
origins’ names themselves [49] for two reasons. First, for
many clans, origin-place names have differed from geograph-
ical clan centres since the beginning of recorded Korean his-
tory, in particular, during the period spanning our jokbo data
sets [20, 50]. Second, the origin-place names for many clans
have become outdated and cannot be located accurately via
the names of modern administrative regions. For instance, the
clan origin ‘Hakseong’ of the first author is an old name for
the city Ulsan in South Korea, but the name ‘Hakseong’ is
currently only used to describe the small administrative re-
gion ‘Hakseong-dong’ in Ulsan. However, as we demonstrate
in Fig. 1, using the centroid location of ‘Lee from Hakseong’
correctly gives the modern city Ulsan. This procedure works
in part because Lee from Hakseong is a non-ergodic clan; for
ergodic clans such as Kim from Gimhae, the spatial precision
is much worse. This is an important observation that we will
discuss in detail later.

We use a version of the radiation model that takes finite-size
effects into account [44]. The population flux Ri j from clan i
to clan j is

Ri j =
Ri

1 − mi/N
×

mim j

(mi + si j)(mi + m j + si j)
, (2)

where Ri =
∑

j Ri j is proportional to the total population that
marries from clan i into any other clan, N is the total popu-
lation, and si j is the exclusive population within a circle of
radius ri j centered on the centroid of clan i. Note that mem-
bers of clans i and j are not included in computing si j [43]. As
before, mi is the population of clan i, members of clan i marry
into clan j, and clan j keeps the marriage records. In contrast
to the gravity model, the radiation model does not include any

external parameters. Importantly, this renders it unable to de-
scribe the geographically-independent situation that we need
to consider in our study (and which we can obtain by setting
γ = 0 in the gravity model).

For both the gravity and radiation models, we use census
data from the year 2000 [37] as a proxy for past populations.
This allows us compute the quantities ri j, mi, and si j. Our
approximation is supported by previously reported estimates
of stability in Korean society: historically, most clans have
grown in parallel with the total population, so we assume
that the relative sizes of clans have remained roughly constant
[23]. In both Eqs. (1) and (2), only the relative sizes mi/N
and si j/N matter for calculating the flux (up to a constant of
proportionality).

B. Human Diffusion and the Ergodicity Analysis

One way to quantify the notion of clan ergodicity is to
examine what we call the “clan density anomaly,” which
describes the local deviation in density of members of a
given clan. The clan density anomaly is φi(r, t) = ci(r, t) −
[mi(t)/N(t)]ρ(r, t) at position r = (x, y) and time t, where
ci(r, t) is the (spatially and temporally varying) local clan con-
centration (i.e., the clan population density), mi(t) is the total
clan population, ρ(r, t) is the local population density (i.e., the
total population of all clans at point r and time t, divided by
the differential area), and N(t) is the total population of all
of the clans at time t. If a clan were to occupy a constant
fraction of the population everywhere in the country, then
φi = 0 everywhere because its local concentration would be
ci = (mi/N)ρ. (This situation corresponds to perfect ergodic-
ity.) The range of typical values for the clan density anomaly
depends a clan’s aggregate concentration in the country. Ex-
amining the anomaly relative to clan concentration, the year-
2000 numbers for φi/(miρ/N) range from −1700 to 7400 for
Kim from Gimhae and from −19000 to 87000 for Lee from
Hakseong. Clearly, the distribution of the latter is much more
heterogeneous (see Fig. 17 in Appendix I).

Combining the notion of clan density anomaly with tra-
ditional arguments—flow ideas based on Ohm’s law and
“molecular weights for population” are mentioned explicitly
in [6, 10]—about migration from population gradients [2–
10] suggests a simple Fickian law [51] for human transport
on long time scales: we propose that the flux of clan mem-
bers is Ji ∝ ∇φi, so individuals move preferentially away
from high concentrations of their clans. This implies that
∂ci/∂t = ∇ · Ji ∝ ∇

2φi (where we have assumed that the con-
stant of proportionality is independent of space), which yields
the diffusion equation

∂φi

∂t
= Di ∇

2φi . (3)

We thereby identify the constant of proportionality as an av-
erage diffusion constant Di with dimensions [length2/time].
This prediction of diffusion of clan members is consistent with
past theories that posited human diffusion (e.g., cultural [52]
and demic [53] diffusion). An important distinction is that
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FIG. 1. Examples of (a) ergodic and (b) non-ergodic clans. We color the regions of South Korea based on the fraction of the population
composed of members of the clan in the year 2000. We use arrows to indicate the origins of the two clans: Gimhae on the left and Ulsan
(“Hakseong” is the old name of the city) on the right. In this map, we use the 2010 administrative boundaries [38]. See the Appendices for
discussions of data sets and data cleaning.

we are proposing a process of diffusive mixing of clans rather
than diffusive expansion of an idea or group. If this theory
is correct, then one should expect clan density anomalies to
simply diffuse over time. One should also be able to estimate
diffusion constants by comparing the spatial variance at two
points in time.

One can gain insights into the above diffusion process by
calculating the radius of gyration (a second moment) of the
clan density anomaly as a proxy for measuring ergodicity.
Suppose that clan i’s concentration ci(r, t) is known on a set of
discrete regions {S k} with areas {Ak}. We define the centroid
coordinates for the k-th region as

r(k) =
1
|S k |

∑
r∈S k

r , (4)

where |S k | is the total number of coordinate points r in S k
for normalization, and we henceforth use φi(k, t) to indicate
φi[r(k), t]. The centroid of the clan’s anomaly has coordinates

ri,C(t) =
1

φi,tot(t)

∑
k

r(k)φi(k, t)Ak , (5)

where r(k) = [x(k), y(k)] gives the coordinates of the centroid
of region k and the normalization constant is

φi,tot(t) =
∑

k

φi(k, t)Ak , (6)

where φi(k, t) is the anomaly of clan i in region k at time t.
Note that we calculate the centroid of population for the ith
clan (as opposed to the centroid of its anomaly) using analo-
gous formulas to Eqs. (5) and (6) in which φi is replaced by
the concentration ci. The radius of gyration (i.e., the spatial
second moment) rgi(t) of clan i at time t is then defined by

rg
2
i (t) =

1
φi,tot

∑
k

‖r(t) − ri,C(t)‖2φi(k, t)Ak , (7)

where ‖·‖ is the Euclidean norm. We can use the set of radii of
gyration {rg(t)} from Eq. (7) as a proxy for ergodicity, because
(by construction) rgi (t) quantifies how widely the clan density
anomaly of clan i has spread across Korea [54].

We simulate Eq. (3) between the known anomaly distribu-
tions from census data at t1 = 1985 and t2 = 2000 to estimate
a best-fit diffusion constant Di for each clan. We compare
our results to a null model in which movement is diffusive
but driven by the aggregate population density in each region
rather than by clan population anomaly. Our clan-based dif-
fusive model performs better than the null model for approxi-
mately 84% of the clans.
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IV. RESULTS

A. Marriage-Flux Analysis Based on Jokbo and Modern
Census Data

We apply a least-squares fit on a doubly logarithmic scale
to determine the coefficients α and γ from Eq. (1) (along with
the proportional coefficient aG, which is essentially a normal-
ization constant, for the total number of marriages). The pa-
rameter β is irrelevant for the aggregated entries in a single
jokbo because m j is constant (and is equal to the total number
of grooms in that jokbo). The strongest correlation between
the gravity-model flux and the number of entries for each clan
appearing in jokbo 1 occurs for α ≈ 1.0749 and γ ≈ −0.0349,
which suggests that the frequency of marriage between two
families is proportional to the product of the populations of
the two clans and, in particular, that there is little or no geo-
graphical dependence. The likely explanation is that the clan
in jokbo 1 is ergodic, so the grooms could have been almost
anywhere in the country, which would indeed make geograph-
ical factors irrelevant. (In the context of population genetics,
this corresponds to “full mixing” [55–58].) In other words, as
we discussed in Sec. III A, this special case of gravity model
(for which we use γ = 0 in our analysis) corresponds to hav-
ing geographical independence. Consequently, we will hence-
forth use the term population-product model for the gravity
model with γ = 0. For our analysis of other jokbo and addi-
tional details, see Appendix A (and Tables I and II therein).

With little loss of accuracy for the fit, we take γ = 0 (i.e.,
we use the population-product model) to avoid divergence in
the rare cases in which a bride comes from the same clan as
the groom (for which the distance is ri j = 0). We also take
α = 1 with little loss of accuracy. Using γ = 0 allows us to
include data from the approximately 22% of clans for which
geographical origin information is not available. In Fig. 2,
we show the fit for jokbo 1, where we have used linear re-
gression to quantify the correlation between the population-
product-model flux and the number of entries for each clan in
the jokbo. The noticeably lower outlier to the right of the line
is the data point that corresponds to the clan of jokbo 1, and we
remark that this deviation results from a cultural taboo against
marrying into one’s own clan. Women from the same clan as
the owners of a jokbo have traditionally been strongly discour-
aged from marrying men listed in the jokbo (it is possible that
they were even recorded under false names in the book), and
it was illegal until 1997 [59]. For the other jokbo, see Fig. 6 in
Appendix A. In the bottom panel of Fig. 2, we illustrate that
the radiation model does not give a good fit to the data. Recall
from our discussion in Sec. III A that the lack of parameters
in the radiation model does not allow us to explicitly consider
a geographically-independent special case when using it. We
emphasize, however, that this does not imply that the gravity
model is “better” than the radiation model, as a direct compar-
ison between the two models is hampered by the ergodicity of
clans. In other words, the current formulations of the grav-
ity and radiation models do not provide a solution for how to
estimate fluxes between the clan centroids. Consequently, to
investigate population fluxes, we incorporate modern census

data. See our discussions in the next subsection and in Ap-
pendix H.

B. Ergodicity Analysis Based on Modern Census Data and a
Simple Diffusion Model

We use census data from the year 2000 [37] to examine
the ergodicity of clans in three different ways: (1) the num-
ber of administrative regions quantifies how “widely” each
clan is distributed; (2) the radius of gyration, which we cal-
culate from the clan density anomaly using Eq. (7), quantifies
how “uniformly” each clan is distributed; and (3) the standard
deviation of anomaly values, which measures how much the
anomaly varies across regions. For instance, using data from
the 2000 census and considering all of the clans and the 199
standardized regions, we find that 3.04% of the clans have a
member in every region but that 22.1% of the clans have mem-
bers in 10 or fewer regions.

We illustrate the dichotomy of ergodic versus non-ergodic
clans with the bimodal distribution in Fig. 3(a). How-
ever, from the perspective of individual clan members [see
Fig. 3(b)], such a dichotomy is not apparent. We show the
radii of gyration that we calculate from the 2000 census data
in Figs. 3(c) and (d). We can again see the bimodality in
Fig. 3(c). In Fig. 17 in Appendix I, we illustrate the dichotomy
for Kim from Gimhae and Lee from Hakseong.

As we indicate in Table I in Appendix A, all ten of the clans
for which we have jokbo are fairly ergodic, so the variables as-
sociated with the j indices (i.e., the grooms) in Eqs. (1) and (2)
have already lost much of their geographical precision, which
is consistent both with γ = 0 (i.e., with using the population-
product model) and with α = 0. Again see the scatter plots
in Fig. 2, in which we color each clan according to the num-
ber of different administrative regions that it occupies. Note
that the three different ergodicity diagnostics are only weakly
correlated (see Fig. 18 in Appendix I).

Our observations of clan bimodality for Korea contrast
sharply with our observations for family names in the
Czech republic, where most family names appear to be non-
ergodic [25] (see Fig. 19). One possible explanation of the
ubiquity of ergodic Korean names is the historical fact that
many families from the lower social classes adopted (or even
purchased) names of noble clans from the upper classes near
the end of the Joseon dynasty (19th–20th centuries) [20, 60].
At the time, Korean society was very unstable, and this pro-
cess might have, in essence, introduced a preferential growth
of ergodic names.

In Fig. 4, we show the distribution of the diffusion constants
that we computed by fitting to Eq. (3). Some of the values are
negative, which presumably arises from finite-size effects in
ergodic clans as well as basic limitations in estimating diffu-
sion constants using only a pair of nearby years. In Fig. 20
in Appendix I, we show the correlations between the diffusion
constants and other measures.
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FIG. 2. Flux predictions from the population-product model (i.e., the special case of the gravity model with γ = 0) with α = 1 and the
radiation models for jokbo 1. (a) Scatter plot of the number of clan entries in jokbo 1 versus the corresponding centroid in 2000 using the
population-product-model flux with α = 1. We compute the line using a linear regression to find the fitting parameter aG ≈ 6.55(4) × 10−11

(with a 95% confidence interval) to satisfy the expression Ni = aGGi j, where Gi j is the population-product-model flux and Ni is the total
number of entries from clan i in the jokbo. (b) The same clan entries compared to the radiation model. We compute the line using a linear
regression to find the fitting parameter aR ≈ 0.049(2) to satisfy the expression Ni = aRRi j, where Ri j is the radiation-model flux and Ni is
the total number of entries from clan i in the jokbo. In both panels, we color the points using the number of administrative regions that are
occupied by the corresponding clans [see Figs. 3(a) and (b)]. The red markers (outliers) in both panels correspond to the clan of jokbo 1 (i.e.,
the case i = j).

C. Convection in Addition to Diffusion as Another Mechanism
for Migration

The assumption that human populations simply diffuse is a
gross oversimplification of reality. We will thus consider the
intriguing (but still grossly oversimplified) possibility of si-
multaneous diffusive and convective (bulk) transport. In the
past century, a dramatic movement from rural to urban areas
has caused Seoul’s population to increase by a factor of more
than 50, tremendously outpacing Korea’s population growth
as a whole [61]. This suggests the presence of a strong at-
tractor or “sink” for the bulk flow of population into Seoul, as
has been discussed in rural-urban labor migration studies [28].
The density-equalizing population cartogram [62] in Fig. 21
in Appendix I clearly demonstrates the rapid growth of Seoul
and its surroundings between 1970 and 2010.

If convection (i.e., bulk flow) directed towards Seoul has
indeed occurred throughout Korea while clans were simulta-
neously diffusing from their points of origin, then one ought
to be able to detect a signature of such a flow. In Fig. 5(a), we
show what we believe is such a signature: we observe that the
fraction of ergodic clans increases with the distance between
Seoul and a clan’s place of origin. This would be unexpected

for a purely diffusive system or, indeed, in any other simple
model that excludes convective transport. By allowing for
bulk flow, we expect to observe that a clan’s members pref-
erentially occupy territory in the flow path that is located ge-
ographically between the clan’s starting point and Seoul. For
clans that start closer to Seoul, this path is short; for those that
start farther away, the longer flow path ought to contribute to
an increased number of administrative regions occupied and
hence to a greater aggregate ergodicity. We plot the frac-
tion of ergodic clans versus the distance a clan has moved
(which we estimate by calculating distances between clan ori-
gin locations and the corresponding modern clan centroids) in
Fig. 5(b). This further supports our claim that both convec-
tive and diffusive transport have occurred. To further examine
clan ergodicity, we also compare each clan’s radii of gyration
rg to the distances of their origin location to (1) Seoul and (2)
its present-day centroid (see Fig. 22 in Appendix I). The latter
shows the same general tendency as in Fig. 5. We speculate
that the absence of statistical significance in the correlation
between rg and the distances from between clan origin loca-
tions and Seoul is a sampling issue, as we could not include
many of the small clans in this calculation because we can-
not estimate the locations of their centroids from our data (see
Appendix B).
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the number of different administrative regions
occupied by clans. (a) Probability distribution of the number of dif-
ferent administrative regions occupied by a Korean clan in the year
2000. (b) Probability distribution of the number of different admin-
istrative regions occupied by the clan of a Korean individual selected
uniformly at random in the year 2000. The difference between this
panel and the previous one arises from the fact that clans with larger
populations tend to occupy more administrative regions. Note that
the rightmost bar has a height of 0.17 but has been truncated for vi-
sual presentation. (c) Probability distribution of radii of gyration (in
km) for clans in 2000. (d) Probability distribution of radii of gyra-
tion (in km) for clans of a Korean individual selected uniformly at
random in 2000. The difference between this panel and the previ-
ous one arises from the fact that clans with larger populations tend
to occupy more administrative regions. Solid curves are kernel den-
sity estimates (from Matlab R2011a’s ksdensity function with a
Gaussian smoothing kernel of width 5).

We assume that clans that have moved a larger distance
have also existed for a longer time and hence have undergone
diffusion longer; we thus also expect such clans to be more er-
godic. This is consistent with our observations in Fig. 5(b) for
distances less than about 150 km, but it is difficult to use the
same logic to explain our observations for distances greater
than 150 km. However, if one assumes that long-distance
moves are more likely to arise from convective effects than
from diffusive ones, then our observations for both short and
long distances become understandable: the fraction of moves
from bulk-flow effects like resettlement or transplantation is
larger for long-distance moves, and they become increasingly
dominant as the distance approaches 325 km (roughly the size
of the Korean peninsula). We speculate that the clans that
moved farther than 150 km are likely to be ones that origi-
nated in the most remote areas of Korea, or even outside of
Korea, and that they have only relatively recently been trans-
planted to major Korean population centers, from which they
have had little time to spread. This observation is necessarily
speculative because the age of a clan is not easy to determine:
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FIG. 4. Distribution of estimated diffusion constants (in km2/year)
computed using 1985 and 2000 census data and Eq. (3). The
solid curve is a kernel density estimate (from Matlab R2011a’s
ksdensity function with default smoothing). See the Appendix
for details of the calculation of diffusion constants.
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FIG. 5. Fraction of ergodic clans and distance scales of clans. (a)
Fraction of ergodic clans versus distance to Seoul. The correlation
between the variables is positive and statistically significant. (The
Pearson correlation coefficient is r ≈ 0.83, and the p-value is p ≈
0.0017.) For the purpose of this calculation, we call a clan “ergodic”
if it is present in at least 150 administrative regions. We estimate this
fraction separately in each of 11 equally-sized bins for the displayed
range of distances. The gray regions give 95% confidence intervals.
(b) Fraction of ergodic clans versus the distance between location of
clan origin and the present-day centroid. We measure ergodicity as in
the left panel, and we estimate the fraction separately for each range
of binned distances. (We use the same bins as in the left panel.) The
correlation between the variables is positive and significant up to 150
km (r ≈ 0.94, p ≈ 0.0098) and is negative and significant for larger
distances (r ≈ −0.98, p ≈ 2.4 × 10−4).

the first entry in a jokbo (see Table I in Appendix A for our ten
jokbo) could have resulted from the invention of characters or
printing devices rather than from the true birth of a clan [20].

Ultimately, our data are insufficient to definitively ac-
cept or reject the hypothesis of human diffusion. However,
as our analysis demonstrates, our data are consistent with
the theory of simultaneous human “diffusion” and “convec-
tion.” Furthermore, our analysis suggests that if the hypoth-
esis of pure diffusion is correct, then our estimated diffu-
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sion constants indicate a possible time scale for relaxation to
a dynamic equilibrium and thus for mixing in human soci-
eties. In mainland South Korea, it would take approximately
(100000 km2)/(1.5 km2/year) ≈ 67000 years for purely dif-
fusive mixing to produce a well-mixed society. A convective
process thus appears to be playing the important role of pro-
moting human interaction by accelerating mixing in the pop-
ulation. Despite the limitations imposed by our data, we try to
estimate and quantify the centrality of Seoul using a network-
flow model for population, and we find suggestive differences
between the flow patterns of ergodic and non-ergodic clans.
For details, see Appendix H.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The long history of detailed record-keeping in Korean cul-
ture provides an unusual opportunity for quantitative research
on historical human mobility and migration, and our inves-
tigation strongly suggests that both “diffusive” and “convec-
tive” patterns have played important roles in establishing the
current distribution of clans in Korea. By studying the ge-
ographical locations of clan origins in jokbo (Korean family
books), we have quantified the extent of “ergodicity” of Ko-
rean clans as reflected in time series of marriage snapshots.
This underscores the utility of investigating the location dis-
tributions of individual clans. Additionally, by comparing our
results from Korean clans to those from Czech families, we
have also demonstrated that our approach can give insight-
ful indications of different mobility and migration patterns
in different cultures. Our ergodicity analysis using modern
census data clearly illustrates that there are both ergodic and
non-ergodic clans, and we have used these results to suggest
two different mechanisms for human migration on long time
scales. Many mobility processes involve a balance between
diffusive spreading and attractiveness of a central location
(and between more general diffusive and convective fluxes),
so we believe that our approach in the present paper will be
valuable for many situations.

A noteworthy feature of our analysis is that we used both
data with high temporal resolution but low spatial resolution
(jokbo data) and data with high spatial resolution but low tem-
poral resolution (census data). This allowed us to consider
both the patterns of human movement on short time scales
(mobility via individual marriage processes) and its conse-
quences for human locations on long time scales (human mi-
gration via clan ergodicity). An interesting further wrinkle
would be to compare such mobility-derived time scales for hu-
man mixing patterns to genetically-derived patterns [55–58].

From a more general perspective, our research has allowed
us to test the idea of using a physical analogy for modeling
human migration—an idea put forth (but not quantified) as
early as the 19th century [1–10]. Physics-inspired ideas have
been very successful for the study of human mobility, which
occurs on shorter time scales than human migration, and we
propose that Ravenstein was correct when he posited that such
ideas are also useful for human migration.
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Appendix A: Jokbo Data

In our investigation, we examine ten digitized jokbo that
were first studied in Ref. [21]. In Table I, we give basic infor-
mation about the ten jokbo and here we summarise the results
of some of our computations.

First, we applied the same gravity-model fit that we used
for jokbo 1 to all of the jokbo data, and the results do not de-
viate much from those for jokbo. That is, γ ≈ 0 and α ≈ 1, so
we can apply the population-product model with α = 1. The
largest deviations in the two parameter values are α ≈ 1.4930
(for jokbo 7) and γ ≈ 0.5377 (for jokbo 6). Interestingly, we
could not find any empirical value of γ < 0.6 reported in liter-
ature [4, 5, 44–48], and it seems to be extremely rare to report
any empirical values at all for gravity-model parameters. As
one can see in Fig. 6, the choice of α = 1 and γ = 0 fits the
data reasonably well. Note that the suppressed case of bride
and groom being from the same clan is apparent in Fig. 6.
This is indicated by the red markers, which are significantly
below the other points in some of the panels and do not exist
at all in other panels. We show the radiation-model results for
the other jokbo in Fig. 7.

Additionally, we can see that all of the clans in the jokbo
data that we study (i.e., the grooms’ side of marriages) are
“ergodic” in the sense that they are widespread across the na-
tion in 2000. This is not surprising, as the availability of dig-
itized jokbo data itself reflects clan popularity. We present
the gravity-model fitting results for temporally divided jokbo
1 data in Table II, and we give results that use clan origin
locations instead of population centroid in 2000 in Table III.
(We also temporally divided the data from jokbo 6—because,
as shown in Table I, it has the largest γ value among the 10
clans—and we found that it too does not exhibit systematic
changes over time.) With these calculations, we again find that
α ≈ 1 and γ ≈ 0 appear to be reasonable. The general trend of
population change in Korea is also reflected in the jokbo data.
In Figs. 8 and 9, we show the time series of entries for each
jokbo normalized by the total entries. These plots suggest that
jokbo of the different sizes at different times tend to follow
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TABLE I. Number of entries and other information available in each jokbo, values that we determined by using additional data that we obtained
from other sources, and a summary of some of our computational results for the clan corresponding to each jokbo. For each jokbo, we indicate
the ID (1–10), the year t0 of its earliest entry, its number of entries Ne, and the number of distinct clans (including at least one bride for
each clan) Nc among those entries [21]. The quantity Nγ=0 gives the number of clans from the 2000 census (which is 4 303) plus the number
of clans in each jokbo that are not already in the census. We can use the latter set of clans in the gravity model when γ = 0 (i.e., for the
population-product model, which is applicable without geographical information) and α = 1. (See the discussion in Appendix B.) We also
indicate the best values for the fitting parameters α and γ of the gravity model in Eq. (1). We apply this fit to the brides’ side of a marriage, and
we calculated these values by minimizing the sum of squared differences using the scipy.optimize package in Python [63] (with initial
values of α = γ = aG = 1.0 in our computations). For the clan that corresponds to each jokbo (i.e., the grooms’ side), we compute the number
of administrative regions Nadmin in which it appears based on census data from 1985 and 2000. We use the census data to compute a radius of
gyration rg (km) for both 1985 and 2000 and to estimate a diffusion constant D (km2/year) for diffusion of clans between those two years. As
in Fig. 5, the clans with N2000

admin ≥ 150 is considered to be ergodic. Based on this definition, all ten clans in the jokbo data are ergodic.

ID t0 Ne Nc Nγ=0 α γ N1985
admin N2000

admin rg (1985) rg (2000) Ergodic? D
1 1513 104 356 2 657 5 510 1.0749 −0.0349 199 199 115.5 113.5 Y 0.062
2 1562 29 139 1 274 4 796 1.0145 0.2305 199 199 124.4 128.7 Y 0.737
3 1752 3 500 390 4 364 1.0853 0.2000 199 199 132.7 151.5 Y 0.426
4 1698 15 445 915 4 524 0.9678 0.1210 199 199 132.7 151.5 Y 0.426
5 1439 17 911 923 4 551 0.9452 0.2346 198 199 101.2 97.4 Y 0.062
6 1476 16 379 727 4 462 1.1102 0.5377 130 196 144.6 128.8 Y 2.253
7 1802 1 873 289 4 359 1.4930 −0.0961 199 199 110.2 116.1 Y −0.062
8 1254 15 006 958 4 570 0.9651 0.1285 198 198 114.1 109.6 Y 0.101
9 1458 6 463 548 4 376 1.1253 0.3650 196 195 118.6 121.5 Y 0.784

10 1475 11 526 736 4 463 0.9947 0.4502 198 196 117.7 127.7 Y 0.461

TABLE II. Gravity-model parameters α and γ in Eq. (1) calculated for temporally divided entries of jokbo 1 by minimizing the sum of squared
differences using the scipy.optimize package in Python [63]. (We again use initial values of α = γ = aG = 1.0 in these computations.)
We sort the list of brides according to birth year, (temporally) partition the data such that each time window (except for the last one) has 10 001
entries, and indicate the mean and median birth year in each window.

window year (mean) year (median) α γ

1–10 001 1739.72 1756 1.0943 −0.1019
10 002–20 002 1828.51 1829 1.1130 −0.0396
20 003–30 003 1865.08 1865 1.1186 −0.0776
30 004–40 004 1890.72 1891 1.1277 −0.0272
40 005–50 005 1910.91 1911 1.0802 0.0209
50 006–60 006 1926.80 1927 1.0463 0.0270
60 007–70 007 1938.99 1939 1.0886 −0.0146
70 008–80 008 1949.64 1950 1.0405 0.0027
80 009–90 009 1958.01 1958 1.0443 −0.0807

90 010–100 010 1964.90 1965 1.0030 −0.0247
100 011–104 356 1971.78 1971 1.0240 −0.1077

the aggregate trend of population change throughout the last
several hundred years of Korean history.

Appendix B: Census Data / Population and Number of Clans

Since 1925, the South Korean government has conducted a
census every five years [37]. The only years in which the pop-
ulations of different clans were recorded separately for dif-

ferent administrative regions were 1985 and 2000. This data
makes it possible to estimate distribution statistics (e.g., cen-
troid and radius of gyration) for each clan. All of the data are
publicly available to download at Ref. [37].

The total population reported in the 1985 South Korean
census was 40 419 647, and clan information is available for
40 315 813 individuals. In the 2000 South Korean census, a
population of 45 985 289 was reported, and a clan is indicated
for every individual. The number of different clans identified
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FIG. 6. Scatter plots of the number of clan entries in jokbo 2–10 versus the corresponding centroid in 2000 using the population-product-model
flux with α = 1. We show our results in numerical order of the jokbo in panels (a)–(i), so jokbo 2 is in panel (a), etc. In each panel, we calculate
the line using linear regression to determine the fitting parameter aG for Ni = aGGi j, where Gi j is the population-product-model flux and Ni is
the total number of entries from clan i in the given jokbo. The parameter values are (a) aG ≈ 2.36(1) × 10−9 [jokbo 2], (b) aG ≈ 6.6(1) × 10−11

[jokbo 3], (c) aG ≈ 5.15(5) × 10−9 [jokbo 4], (d) aG ≈ 5.15(5) × 10−8 [jokbo 5], (e) aG ≈ 5.8(1) × 10−9 [jokbo 6], (f) aG ≈ 5.1(2) × 10−16 [jokbo
7], (g) aG ≈ 4.25(5) × 10−8 [jokbo 8], (h) aG ≈ 1.44(1) × 10−9 [jokbo 9], and (i) aG ≈ 4.71(8) × 10−8 [jokbo 10]. The red markers in panels
(a), (c), and (h) correspond to the clans of the depicted jokbo, and Ni|i= j=own clan = 0 for all of the other jokbo. In each case, we use a 95%
confidence interval and color the points according to the number of administrative regions occupied by the corresponding clans.

in the 1985 (respectively, 2000) census was 3 520 (respec-
tively, 4 303). There are 3 481 clans in common in the two
censuses: 39 clans disappeared and 822 appeared.

In Fig. 10, we indicate how many administrative regions
the 822 “new” clans occupy. New clans might correspond to
foreigners who obtained South Korean citizenship during the
fifteen-year period 1985–2000, or these clans might simply
have been missing from the 1985 census due to error. Fig-
ure 10 supports the hypothesis that these are genuinely new
clans, because their members have not spread to a large num-
ber of administrative regions. This gives a total of 6 687 dis-
tinct clans after we also incorporate the 2 384 additional clans
that are listed only in the jokbo. In Table I, we indicate the
number of distinct clans in each of the ten jokbo. There are
162 clans that appear in all ten jokbo. For all calculations with
the gravity and radiation models, we use the 4 303 clans listed
in the 2000 census data. When we use the population-product
model (for which γ = 0), we do not require geometrical in-
formation, so we also use the additional clans listed in each
jokbo. In this case, we denote the number of clans by Nγ=0
(see Table I).

Appendix C: Standardizing Administrative Regions in 1985 and
2000

For the administrative regions, we use municipal divisions
that are composed of city (시 in Korean), county (군 in Ko-
rean), and district (구 in Korean) [65]. In South Korea, there
were 232 (respectively, 246) such administrative regions in
1985 (respectively, 2000). The difference in the number of re-
gions between the two years reflects a slight restructuring of
the political units.

For our computations, we need to unify the two different
partitionings to be able to systematically compare results from
1985 and 2000 and to compute diffusion constants. To do
this, we manually extract 199 “standardized” regions that we
use for all computations involving administrative regions. Our
construction necessitates many instances of operations like the
following:

• A + B (1985)→ C (2000)⇒ C (standardized region)

• A (1985)→ B + C (2000)⇒ A (standardized region)
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FIG. 7. Scatter plots of the number of clan entries in jokbo 2–10 versus the corresponding centroid in 2000 using the radiation-model flux. We
show our results in numerical order of the jokbo in panels (a)–(i), so jokbo 2 is in panel (a), etc. In each panel, we calculate the line using a
linear regression to determine the fitting parameter aR for Ni = aRRi j, where Ri j is the radiation-model flux and Ni is the total number of entries
from clan i in the jokbo. The parameter values are (a) aR ≈ 0.062(2) [jokbo 2], (b) aR ≈ 0.0098(7) [jokbo 3], (c) aR ≈ 0.040(3) [jokbo 4], (d)
aR ≈ 0.075(7) [jokbo 5], (e) aR ≈ 0.23(2) [jokbo 6], (f) aR ≈ 0.0069(5) [jokbo 7], (g) aR ≈ 0.12(1) [jokbo 8], (h) aR ≈ 0.11(1) [jokbo 9], and
(i) aR ≈ 0.11(1) [jokbo 10]. The red markers in panels (a), (c), and (h) correspond to the clans of the depicted jokbo, and Ni|i= j=own clan = 0 for
all of the other jokbo. In each case, we use a 95% confidence interval and color the points according to the number of administrative regions
occupied by the corresponding clans.

• A + B (1985)→ C + D + E (2000)⇒ F (renamed stan-
dardized region)

For each operation, the region on the right is the standardized
one that we use in our computations. In a given line, each
different region is represented by a different letter. Thus, in
the first line, two distinct regions from the 1985 census have
merged into one region (and correspond exactly to that re-
gion) from the 2000 census, and we use this last region as one
of our 199 standardized regions. In other examples, such as
in the third line above, the standardized region does not cor-
respond exactly to a single region from either census. Finally,
we remark that the above operations are examples of what we
needed to do to reconcile the 1985 and 2000 administrative re-
gions. This is not an exhaustive list (e.g., four regions in 1985
corresponding to six regions in 2000), and we treat these other
cases similarly.

For each standardized region, we sum the associated
areas and populations of the constituent regions to ob-
tain the area and population values that we use in our
computations. The list of standardized regions is avail-
able online at https://drive.google.com/file/

d/0B6cEJA5TN6vfNFU3OWhjcmJkS3c. For each stan-
dardized region, this data includes the component region
names (in Korean) in 1985 and 2000, the latitudes and lon-
gitudes (and UTM easting and northing coordinates; see Ap-
pendix E) of the component region administrative centers, the
geographical areas of the component regions, and the pop-
ulations of component regions in 1985 and 2000. The data
are in a tab-delimited text file, for which we have used the
UTF-16 (16-bit Unicode Transformation Format) encoding
scheme [66] for the Korean characters.

The regional boundaries drawn in Fig. 1 are from the 2010
data downloaded from Ref. [38]. There is a slight difference
between the regional boundaries in 2000 and 2010, so we map
the coordinates of administrative regions in 2000 to those in
2010 by checking which “polygon” in 2010 encloses the co-
ordinates of administrative regions from 2000.
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FIG. 8. For each jokbo, we plot the number of distinct clans Nc versus the total number of entries Ne on a doubly logarithmic scale. We
calculate the red line via a linear regression to Heaps’ law [64] using the expression Nc = 10bJ NaJ

e . This yields a slope of aJ ≈ 0.55(7) and an
intercept of bJ ≈ 0.6(3) (with 95% confidence intervals).

(a) (b)

FIG. 9. Fraction of entries in each jokbo versus the birth year of brides using (a) linear and (b) semi-logarithmic scales. The sudden drop on
the right of each panel simply reflects the fact that women who are too young are not married yet.

Appendix D: Obtaining Geographical Information from Google
Maps

To obtain the coordinates of the clans’ origins and the ad-
ministrative regions, we wrote a Python script that returns the
latitude and longitude given a clan origin location’s name. We

used a Pythonmodule for geocoding via Google Maps Appli-
cation Programming Interface (API) [67–69]. We were able to
successfully retrieve 3 900 clan origin locations out of the to-
tal of 4 303 clans present in the 2000 census data (see Fig. 11).
We excluded the remaining 403 clan origin locations as erro-
neous because in each case there is a distance of more than
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TABLE III. Gravity-model parameters α and γ in Eq. (1) calculated
using the clan origin locations (instead of the population centroids
from the census data) for all of the jokbo by minimizing the sum of
squared differences using with the scipy.optimize package in
Python [63]. (We again use initial values of α = γ = aG = 1.0
for jokbo 1–2, 4–6, and 8–10. For jokbo 3 and 7, we instead use
α = aG = 1.0 and γ = 0.01 because the procedure did not converge
when we used α = γ = aG = 1.0.)

jokbo ID α γ

1 1.1188 −0.0716
2 1.1261 0.1253
3 1.0983 0.0205
4 0.9310 −0.1441
5 0.8922 0.0540
6 0.9785 0.2776
7 1.5820 0.0183
8 0.9651 0.1285
9 1.1683 0.3600

10 0.9244 0.0868
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FIG. 10. Probability distribution for the number of different adminis-
trative regions occupied by the 822 “new” clans that are in the 2000
census data but are not in the 1985 census data. The solid curve is a
kernel density estimate (from Matlab R2011a’s ksdensity func-
tion with smoothing width 1.)

1 000 km between the identified origin location and the mod-
ern clan centroid. (Such distances are much larger than the
scale of the Korean peninsula).

We confirmed by exhaustive checking that the modern ad-
ministrative regions of South Korea are accurate. (The first
author, who is South Korean, manually checked all of the lo-
cations.) However, as shown in Fig. 12, the clan origin lo-
cations are severely undersampled in the northern part of the
Korean peninsula due to Google Maps’ lack of information
about North Korea. We hope to include more North Korean
regions in future studies, and this might be possible because
Google is adding details of North Korea to their mapping ser-
vice [71].

In Table IV, we present our Python code using Google
Maps API. It requires pygeocoder (we used version 1.1.4),
which is available as of July 16, 2013 [73]. The code returns
coordinates in latitude and longitude, which can then be con-
verted to metric units (see Appendix E).
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FIG. 11. Probability distribution for how far clans have moved in
terms of the distance from the historical clan origin location to the
clan centroid from 2000. We geographically identified the origin and
centroid for 3 900 clans among the 4 303 clans in the 2000 census
data. The rightmost bar corresponds to ≥ 500 km, and the solid curve
is a kernel density estimate (from Matlab R2011a’s ksdensity
function with default smoothing).

FIG. 12. Locations of clan origin names found using the Google
Maps application programming interface (API) on top of the Ko-
rean map. We show administrative boundaries of South Korea cor-
responding to the upper-level local autonomy (광역자치단체) com-
posed of provinces (도), special autonomous province (특별자치
도), special city (특별시), and metropolitan cities (광역시) [70].

Appendix E: Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
Coordinates

All of the distance measures that we employ use the Uni-
versal Transverse Mercator (UTM) geographical coordinate
system, which assigns a local two-dimensional Cartesian co-
ordinate system to a given zone on the surface of Earth [74].
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TABLE IV. Python code to obtain location coordinates in lati-
tude and longitude from the Google Maps API. We set the delay
of two seconds not to exceed Google Maps API’s OVER QUERY
LIMIT [72] in case of a large set of locations.

from time import sleep
import sys

## https://bitbucket.org/xster/pygeocoder/wiki/Home
from pygeocoder import Geocoder

## get latlng from address
#TODO: edit this as required
address = ’Seoul, Korea’

try:
sleep(2)

results = Geocoder.geocode(address)
(lat, lng) = results[0].coordinates

except:
print ’error (addr2coord): ’, sys.exc_info()[0]
lat = -1
lng = -1

print ’lat/lng : ’, [lat, lng]

## retrieve accosiated address
try:

sleep(2)

results = Geocoder.reverse_geocode(lat, lng)
retri_addr = str(results[0])

print ’retri_addr: ’, retri_addr

except:
print ’error (coord2addr): ’, sys.exc_info()[0]

We use the UTM Python module [75], which converts (ϕ, λ)
coordinates for latitude (ϕ) and longitude (λ) to UTM coor-
dinates (and vice versa), where the UTM standard revision
used by this module is WGS84 [76]. Conversion from (ϕ, λ)
coordinates to UTM coordinates can be also done using the
website [77].

A point (iE , iN) defined by UTM coordinates has two com-
ponents: easting iE and northing iN . For example, the mean
UTM coordinates of our standardized regions are iE ≈ 381.3
and iN ≈ 4 017.7, where the numbers are in units of kilome-
ters from a reference point. The UTM scheme splits Earth into
60 zones. Calculating distances between two points in differ-
ent zones is complicated in general, but the Korean peninsula
lies entirely in zone 52 [78], which simplifies the calculation
considerably. For example, Seoul’s (latitude, longitude) coor-
dinates are (ϕ, λ) ≈ (37.58, 127.00), and its UTM coordinates
are (iE , iN) ≈ (323.4, 4 161.5). For our computations, we use
formulas from Ref. [79]. In a given grid zone, these formulas
are accurate to within less than a meter.

Appendix F: Czech Republic Surname Data

The census data for the Czech republic was derived from
the 2009 Central Population Register (produced by the Czech
Ministry of the Interior) by the authors of Ref. [25]. The vast
majority of the Czech Republic is within zone 33, although a
small part of it is in zone 34 [74, 78]. As with the Korean clan

origin locations, we used Google’s API to roughly geolocate
each of 206 Czech administrative regions by searching for the
name of the administrative region followed by the string “,
Czech Republic”. We then converted all of the resulting lat-
itude and longitude coordinates to UTM, forcing zone 33 for
consistency.

We use the surname concentration (i.e., surname popula-
tion density) to define an “anomaly” that indicates the differ-
ence in value from what would be observed for an “ergodic”
for surname, whose members are well-mixed with the popu-
lation. First, we obtain the centroid coordinates as in Eq. 4.
The surname density anomaly, similar to what we defined for
the Korean clans, is

φi(k, t) = ci(k, t) − [mi(t)/N(t)]ρ(k, t) . (F1)

where ci(k, t) is the population density of surname i in region k
at time t, the quantity mi(t) is the total population of surname i
in all regions at time t, the quantity N(t) is the total population
of all surnames in all regions at time t, and ρ(k, t) is the popula-
tion density of all surnames in region k. We use the same nota-
tional conventions as for Korean clans, so φi(k, t) = φi[r(k), t],
ci(k, t) = ci[r(k), t], and ρ(k, t) = ρ[r(k), t]. It is necessary to
introduce the anomaly (F1) because the total population is not
conserved. Otherwise, we could simply take J ∝ ∇ci as the
flux of people with surname i. Instead, we take the flux to be

J ∝ ∇φi . (F2)

Appendix G: Estimating Diffusion Constants

To estimate a diffusion constant for each clan, we start with
the known anomaly distribution based on 1985 census data.
Using an initial guess for the diffusion constant Di (where i
indexes the clan), we integrate forward in time until 2000. We
then compare the numerical prediction to the known anomaly
distribution based on 2000 census data using a single num-
ber: the relative error, which we define as the sum of square
deviations divided by the sum of square anomalies from 2000.

After the relative error is known, we can adaptively change
the “guess” for Di and repeat the above process until we find
the optimal Di. In practice, we use Matlab’s built-in numeri-
cal optimization routine fminbnd [80], which implements a
Nelder-Mead downhill simplex search.

1. Some Subtleties

Because the census data is irregular, we first interpolate it
to a regular grid before numerical integration of the diffusion
equation. The grid that we use covers the UTM zone 52 rect-
angular region from 245 to 545 km easting and from 3800 to
4250 km northing with a uniform 2.5 km spacing between grid
points. (We exclude Jeju Island, which is distant from main-
land Korea and is located south of the mainland.) We employ
a standard five-point stencil to approximate the Laplacian op-
erator in space and integrate in time with a 4th/5th order adap-
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tive Runge-Kutta scheme. We impose Neumann conditions at
the boundaries.

Because the numerical integration is unstable for negative
values of Di, we restrict Di to be positive. We test for the
possibility of “negative diffusion” by repeating the entire op-
timization procedure after interchanging the 1985 and 2000
data sets; that is, we start from 2000 and integrate backwards
in time with a positive diffusion constant.

2. Testing against a Null Hypothesis

Because our hypothesis of clan diffusion is somewhat spec-
ulative, it is important to test it against a basic null hypothe-
sis. We take the null hypothesis to be a model in which clans
do indeed diffuse, but in which clan affiliation plays no role:
members simply diffuse in accordance with the local popula-
tion density ρ. Therefore,

∂φi

∂t
= Di ∇

2ρ . (G1)

We accept the null model as preferable to the clan diffusion
model whenever it yields a lower relative error using its best-
fit Di.

3. Numerical Results

The results of our computational examination of diffusion
are as follows. When we include all 3 481 clans for which
data was available, we obtain a mean diffusion constant D̄ =

〈Di〉 (where we average over the clans) of D̄ ≈ 2.91 and a
standard deviation of σD ≈ 10.4. When we remove “small”
clans (i.e., those with fewer than 2 000 members in the year
2000), the 707 remaining clans have a mean diffusion constant
of D̄ ≈ 0.79 and a standard deviation of σD ≈ 4.8. When we
also remove “ergodic clans” (by eliminating the 75% with the
largest year-2000 radii of gyration), the 182 remaining clans
have a mean diffusion constant of D̄ ≈ 1.3 and a standard
deviation of σD ≈ 2.0.

When we use all 3 481 clans, our computations favor the
clan-diffusion model over the null model in about 84% of the
cases. Additionally, about 64% of all clans had both positive
best-fit diffusion coefficients and have mobility patterns that
are explained better by the clan-diffusion model.

When we exclude both small and ergodic clans, our com-
putations favor the clan-diffusion model over the null model
in about 81% of the cases (i.e., for 148 clans). Moreover, 78%
of all clans had both positive best-fit diffusion constants and
have mobility patterns that are explained better by the clan-
diffusion model than by the null model.

In Fig. 4, we show a histogram of diffusion constants for
the subset of clans for which the clan-diffusion model appears
to be valid. These 148 clans are non-ergodic, have a posi-
tive best-fit diffusion constant, and are fit better by the clan-
diffusion model than by the null model. They have a mean
diffusion constant of D̄ ≈ 1.6 and a standard deviation of
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FIG. 13. Distribution of clan-centroid movement between 1985 and
2000, which we compute using ‖rpop

i,C (t = 1985) − rpop
i,C (t = 2000)‖

from Eq. (H1). (The norm ‖·‖ is the Euclidean norm.) The curve
marked by squares weighs each clan equally, and the curve marked
by circles weighs each clan by its population. We indicate distance
in units of populations in 2000. (The 1985 data gives a very similar
distribution.) As one can see in the inset (for which we use a doubly
logarithmic scale), the maximum movement distance is larger than
400 km. However, as the main panel illustrates, most clans moved
considerably shorter distances.

σD ≈ 2.1.

Appendix H: Construction of Population-Flow Network
between Regions

Although it is impossible to track the movement of individ-
ual people from the census data (because it does not include
such information), it is possible to construct a rough estimate
of the population flow between a pair of regions by consider-
ing the movement of clans (i.e., of the smallest demographic
unit that it is possible to resolve with our data) between 1985
and 2000. For each clan i, we define its population centroid
[note the contrast with the clan anomaly centroid from Eqs. (5)
and (6)] as

rpop
i,C (t) =

1
ci,tot(t)

∑
k

r(k)ci(k, t)Ak , (H1)

where the normalization constant is

ci,tot(t) =
∑

k

ci(k, t)Ak ≡
∑

k

Ni(k, t) . (H2)

Recall that k indexes the region in Korea, r(k) = [x(k), y(k)]
gives the coordinate of that region’s centroid, Ak is its area,
and ci(k, t) is the population density of clan i in region k at
time t. Additionally, recall that Ni(k, t) = ci(k, t)Ak is the pop-
ulation of clan i in region k at time t (see Sec. III B)

We considered approximating the movement of each clan i
by

rpop
i,C (t = 2000) − rpop

i,C (t = 1985) ,
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but this would entail treating an entire clan population as a
“point mass,” so it neglects valuable information from the spa-
tial variation (as illustrated by our calculations of clan ergod-
icity). In addition, as we show in Fig. 13, the amount of move-
ment for the majority of clans is too small to proceed further if
we took such an approach. (One can also infer the small scale
of clan movements from Fig. 4.)

As an alternative that avoids the undesirable point-mass ap-
proximation, we attempt to infer the flow of a clan between
two regions from changes in population ratios. Let each of the
199 standardized administrative regions of South Korea (see
Appendix C for details) be individual nodes of a population-
flow network [81] between 1985 and 2000. To examine the
central nature of Seoul in such a network, we merge the 17 re-
gions that corresponding to different parts of Seoul into a sin-
gle node that we call “Seoul.” The resulting population-flow
network has 183 nodes. The raw change in relative popula-
tions between regions k and k′ in our census data is

W̃i,k→k′ =
Ni(k′, t = 2000)
Ni(k, t = 2000)

−
Ni(k′, t = 1985)
Ni(k, t = 1985)

, (H3)

where we exclude the regions with Ni(k, t = 1985) = 0 or
Ni(k, t = 2000) = 0 to avoid singularities. We then define the
normalized relative population change as

Ui,k→k′ =
W̃i,k→k′

maxq→q′
{∣∣∣W̃i,q→q′

∣∣∣} , (H4)

so that Ui,k→k′ ∈ [−1, 1].
The quantity Ui,k→k′ is a proxy for a more finely-grained

quantity, which we denote by Wi,k→k′ , that describes the real
population flow of clan i from region k to region k′ (where
k → k′ is a directed edge) and would be desirable to construct
from data for flows of individuals. The smallest units in the
census data are clans, so we need to estimate population flows
from them as our basic units. We thus instead calculate W̃i,k→k′

and use the normalized relative population changes Ui,k→k′ in
Eq. (H4) as the adjacency-matrix elements of a weighted and
directed population-flow network.

Our proxy is not guaranteed to be “correct,” but it has sev-
eral properties that are consistent with reasonable flow be-
havior: (1) If the ratio of clan populations N1/N2 (in regions
k′ = 1, k = 2) does not change from 1985 to 2000, then both
the proxy flow Ui,2→1 and the inferred flow Wi,2→1 from re-
gion 2 to 1 are equal to 0; (2) if the ratio N1/N2 increases
from 1985 to 2000, then the proxy and inferred flows from
region 2 to region 1 are both positive; and (3) if the ratio
N1/N2 decreases from 1985 to 2000, then the proxy and in-
ferred flows from region 2 to region 1 are both negative. Natu-
rally, both the proxy flow and the inferred flow are asymmetric
(so Wi,2→1 , −Wi,1→2).

As a downside, uniform population growth biases the proxy
calculation slightly in favor of flow towards regions with
smaller populations. Additionally, the proxy cannot capture
circulating flows and is unlikely to do a good job when flow is
strongly multipolar (i.e., if more than one area attracts a sig-
nificant amount of flow). When flow is mostly between Seoul

and other regions, we call it “unipolar.”
Using Eq. (H4), we define a population-flow network for

each clan i. We include all clans by using the entire population
density of region k in year t. That is, we calculate Ntot(k, t) =∑

i Ni(k, t) and obtain a raw total population-flow network. It
has corresponding adjacency-matrix elements

W̃tot,k→k′ =
Ntot(k′, t = 2000)
Ntot(k, t = 2000)

−
Ntot(k′, t = 1985)
Ntot(k, t = 1985)

, (H5)

and the adjacency-matrix elements for the associated normal-
ized relative total population change are

Utot,k→k′ =
W̃tot,k→k′

maxq→q′
{∣∣∣W̃tot,q→q′

∣∣∣} . (H6)

Our normalization guarantees that Utot,k→k′ ∈ [−1, 1].
In Fig. 14(a), we show box plots of the distribution of

Utot,k→k′ using all pairs k, k′. We also show the distributions
of Ui,k→k′ for the clans Kim from Gimhae and Lee from Hak-
seong. We show flows to Seoul separately from flows to other
regions. Note that the values of Utot,k→k′ are distributed much
more broadly for flows to Seoul than for flows to other re-
gions, even though there are many more adjacency-matrix el-
ements for the latter (182 for flow to Seoul and 33 124 for
flow to other regions). One can also observe this feature in the
shapes of distribution themselves [see Figs. 14(d)–(f)].

One simple but intuitive way to check the centrality of
Seoul is to extract a maximum relatedness subnetwork (MRS)
[82] from each population-flow network. We construct an
MRS as follows. For each node, we examine the weight of
each of its edges and keep only the single directed edge with
maximum weight. (When there are ties, we keep all edges that
have the maximum weight.) We exclude out-edges from Seoul
for the MRS in order to focus on the movement from other
regions to Seoul. We will later compare the MRS to a null-
model network which also disallow out-edges from the central
node. In Figs. 15(a,b), we show the MRS from the adjacency
matrix with elements Utot,k→k′ . The central role of Seoul is
apparent. As we indicate in Table V, Seoul’s in-degree in this
MRS is 109. This constitutes nearly 60% of the MRS edges
and is consistent with the rapid growth of the Seoul area that
we illustrate in Fig. 21.

We model the population flow using a simple rewired-
network model inspired by the model in Ref. [83]. We start
with a “monocentric” network, with Seoul as the central node,
in which all directed edges start in some region (aside from
the center) and terminate at Seoul. We then rewire each edge
with independent, uniform probability p. Each network that
we construct in this way has one directed edge for each node
aside from the central one, so we can use an ensemble of such
networks as a null model for our MRSs.

As we indicate in Table V, the edges in the MRSs are dis-
tributed rather heterogeneously among the regions. For exam-
ple, the region in Gyeonggi Province (which has the second
largest in-degree) has about 39% of the edges for the MRS
that we constructed using all clans. When constructing null-
model networks, we use a rewiring probability of p = 0.4
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FIG. 14. We show distributions of (a) Utot,k→k′ for total population, (b) Ui,k→k′ for Kim from Gimhae and (c) Ui,k→k′ for Lee from Hakseong with
box plots, where the boxes indicate quartile values and the whiskers give the minimum and maximum values. We also show the distributions
for (d) Utot,k→k′ for total population, (e) Ui,k→k′ for Kim from Gimhae, and (f) Ui,k→k′ for Lee from Hakseong. In all cases, we apply cspline
smoothing of gnuplot to the histograms using 50 equally-sized bins.
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FIG. 15. (a) Maximum-relatedness subnetwork (MRS) [82] of the combined population-flow network for all clans, (b) a magnified portion
of this MRS that includes all regions with nonzero in-degrees, and (c) an instance of a model (inspired by the one in Ref. [83]) of a rewired
version of a monocentric network (with Seoul as the center) with a rewiring probability of p = 0.4. (See the discussion in the text.) We color
the directed edges toward Seoul in blue, and we color the directed edges towards other regions in blue.

to ensure that about 60% of the directed edges terminate in
Seoul on average (as suggested by the data when considering
all clans). The null-model network ensemble generated from
the rewiring process has a binomial (or approximately Pois-
son, as the MRS is rather sparse) in-degree distribution as a
result of the given fraction p of edges that are redirected uni-

formly at random except for the central node or Seoul [81].
Therefore, the emergence of a second-largest hub comparable
in size to the largest hub (Seoul) is extremely unlikely. We
illustrate one instance of such a rewired network in Fig. 15(c),
and the MRS for all clans that we constructed from empirical
data differs significantly from the null-model network. (See
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TABLE V. List of regions (which we name based on the current administrative regions) with nonzero values of in-degree in our MRSs.

clan: figure region in-degree percentage of total in-degree
all clans Seoul (서울) 109 59.9%
Figs. 15(a) and (b) Hwaseong (화성) + Ansan (안산) + Osan (오산) + 70 38.7%

Siheung (시흥) + Gwacheon (과천) + Gunpo (군포) +

Euiwang (의왕) of Gyeonggi Province (경기도)
Goyang (고양) of Gyeonggi Province (경기도) 2 1.1%
Yuseong-gu (유성구) of Daejeon (대전) 1 0.5%

Kim from Gimhae Seoul (서울) 106 58.2%
(김해김): Hwaseong (화성) + Ansan (안산) + Osan (오산) + 74 40.7%
Fig. 16(a) Siheung (시흥) + Gwacheon (과천) + Gunpo (군포) +

Euiwang (의왕) of Gyeonggi Province (경기도)
Yuseong-gu (유성구) of Daejeon (대전) 1 0.5%
Daedeok-gu (대덕구) of Daejeon (대전) 1 0.5%

Lee from Hakseong Nam-gu (남구) of Ulsan (울산) 52 31.0%
(학성이): Yongin (용인) of Gyeonggi Province (경기도) 41 24.4%
Fig. 16(b) Goyang (고양) of Gyeonggi Province (경기도) 37 22.0%

Jung-gu (중구) + Buk-gu (북구) + 28 16.7%
Ulju-gun (울주군) of Ulsan (울산)
Buk-gu (북구) + Gangseo-gu (강서구) 8 4.8%
+ Sasang-gu (사상구) of Busan (부산)
Yeongi (연기) of Chungcheongnamdo (충청남도) 2 1.2%
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FIG. 16. (a) MRS [82] of the population-flow network for (a) Kim
from Gimhae and (b) Lee from Hakseong. In panel (a), we color
directed edges towards Seoul in red and directed edges towards other
regions in blue. In panel (b), we color directed edges towards Ulsan
in purple and directed edges towards other regions in blue.

Table V as well).

It is also instructive to examine the population-flow net-
works for individual clans. As with prior discussions, we
will use Kim from Gimhae as an example of an ergodic clam
and non-ergodic Lee from Hakseong as an example of a non-

ergodic clan (see Fig. 1).
When we consider the population-flow network for the clan

Kim from Gimhae [by using Ni(k, t) with i corresponding to
Kim from Gimhae in Eq. (H3)], we obtain a qualitatively
similar result — namely, an abundance of edges terminat-
ing in Seoul — as what we obtained when using all clans.
See Fig. 14(b), Fig. 16(a), and Table V. By contrast, we find
that two different locations “attract” the population for Lee
from Hakseong. Following the general trend in the popula-
tion, one area is the Gyeonggi Province in the northwestern
part of South Korea surrounding the Seoul area. (The name
means “the area surrounding capital” in Korean and it is often
construed to be essentially an “extended Seoul.”) The other
area is Ulsan/Busan in the southeastern part of South Korea
(where the clan origin is located). See Fig. 14(c), Fig. 16(b),
and Table V As we can see from Fig. 14(c), the Seoul re-
gion is not special for this clan. Therefore, we see that this
young, non-ergodic clan has a different mobility pattern from
the stabilized, ergodic clans that follow the general trend in
population flow.

Appendix I: Other Results

In this section, we discuss several figures that illustrate ad-
ditional results. Figures 17–20 explore clan ergodicity in more
detail, and Fig. 21 illustrates the “convective” effect of move-
ment into the Seoul metropolitan area.
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FIG. 17. Distributions of clan density anomalies {φi} in 2000 over the
199 standardized administrative regions for (a) Kim from Gimhae
and (b) Lee from Hakseong. The leftmost and rightmost peaks cor-
respond to ≤ −500 and ≥ 500, respectively. Solid curves are ker-
nel density estimates (from Matlab R2011a’s ksdensity function
with a Gaussian smoothing kernel of width 20).

In Fig. 17, we show the distribution of clan density anoma-
lies for the clans of the two Korean authors of this publication.
As we illustrated in Fig. 1, Kim from Gimhae appears to be
ergodic, whereas Lee from Hakseong appears to be more lo-
calized.

In Fig. 18, we examine the correlation between the distance
that a clan has moved and its current ergodicity. We consider
two measures of ergodicity—radius of gyration and number

of regions occupied—and we also show the correlation be-
tween these two diagnostics for all clans. Some clans do not
exist in the 2000 census data, and other clans only exist in
one administrative region in 2000. We thus obtain radii of gy-
ration of rg = 0 for these clans. There are 3 120 clans with
rg > 0, and our calculations involving radius of gyration only
use these clans. In Fig. 19, we show the distribution of clan
ergodicities—using both number of regions occupied and ra-
dius of gyration—for the Czech Republic. This is like Fig. 3,
in which we showed this information for Korea. In Fig. 20,
we use scatter plots to examine the possible correlation be-
tween the calculated diffusion constants and distance a clan
has moved. We similarly illustrate the connection between
the diffusion constants and the two measures of ergodicity.

In Fig. 21, we show two “cartograms” [62] of South Korea.
In these images, we distort the administrative regions in pro-
portion to the population of people who live there. The growth
of the Seoul metropolitan area over the past 40 years is clearly
visible.

To examine an alternative characterization of ergodicity as
the fraction of ergodic clans (see Fig. 5 in the main text), we
examine radii of gyration rg versus distance to Seoul and ver-
sus distance between clan origin location and present-day cen-
troid. We show our results in Fig. 22, which we see are qual-
itatively similar to those in Fig. 5. As in Figs. 18 and 20, we
use the 3 120 clans instead of 3 900. Consequently, we repeat
the computation from Fig. 5 using this smaller set of clans. As
one can see in Fig. 23, we obtain the same qualitative result.
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FIG. 21. Density-equalizing population cartograms [62] for South Korea using population data from (a) 1970 and (b) 2010 censuses [37]. The
coordinates are longitude on the horizontal axis and latitude on the vertical axis. The growth of the Seoul metropolitan area over the past 40
years is clearly visible (compare this to a regular map of South Korea, such as the one in Fig. 1).
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FIG. 22. Radii of gyration and distance scales of clans. (a) Ra-
dius of gyration rg versus distance to Seoul. The Pearson correlation
between the variables is not statistically significant (r ≈ 0.18; the p-
value is p ≈ 0.6). (b) Radius of gyration rg versus distance between
clan origin location and present-day centroid. The Pearson correla-
tion between the diagnostics is positive and statistically significant
up to 170 km (r ≈ 0.86, p ≈ 0.01) and is negative and significant for
larger distances (r ≈ −0.96, p ≈ 0.005). For all of the panels, we es-
timate rg separately in each of 11 equally-sized bins for the displayed
range of distances. The gray regions give 95% confidence intervals.
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FIG. 23. Fraction of ergodic clans and distance scales of clans using
only the clans that we used for the calculations in Fig. 22. We obtain
the same qualitative result as in Fig. 5 in the main text. (a) Fraction
of ergodic clans versus distance to Seoul. The correlation between
the variables is positive and statistically significant. (The Pearson
correlation coefficient is r ≈ 0.70, and the p-value is p ≈ 0.02.) For
the purpose of this calculation, we call a clan “ergodic” if it is present
in at least 150 administrative regions. (b) Fraction of ergodic clans
versus the distance between location of clan origin and the present-
day centroid. We measure ergodicity as in the left panel, and we
estimate the fraction separately for each range of binned distances.
(We use the same bins as in the left panel.) The correlation between
the variables is positive and significant up to 170 km (r ≈ 0.99, p ≈
0.0001) and is negative and significantly for larger distances (r ≈
−0.92, p ≈ 0.01). For all of the panels, we estimate the fraction of
ergodic clans in each of 11 equally-sized bins for the displayed range
of distances. The gray regions give 95% confidence intervals.
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